Technical Datasheet

STUCOFIX
Ready to use acrylic putty

PROPERTIES
Water soluble white putty, based on acrylic styrene resins. It applies easily and smoothly. Dries
quickly and sands easily without bursting creating a smooth and durable surface without defects.
ADVANTAGES
• Ready for use.
• Exceptional adhesion to concrete, plaster and
wood.
•Great filling ability.
•Resistant to moisture and frost.
APPLICATIONS
STUCOFIX smooths out all surfaces made of
gypsum and marble based plaster. It is also suitable for wood surfaces like doors , windows and
even wood boats. It perfectly seals all nail holes
on various surfaces.

USE
1. Surface preparation
Surfaces must be clean, dry and free from loose
materials and oils. They also have to be dry for
at least 30 days from their construction (for marble based plaster or concrete surfaces).
2. Application
Apply the product as is, using a putty knife.
Apply one to two coats, 0.5mm thick each one.
Apply the second coat once the first one is dry.
Allow for 2-3 hours to pass and sand the surface
using the appropriate sandpaper. The surface
can be repainted with emulsion, acrylic paints or
ripolin.
CLEANING
Clean all tools with water, immediately after use.
CONSUMPTION
1kg/2-3m², depending on the surface.

The technical specifications and directions of use contained in this technical brochure are the results of the knowledge and experience of the company's
research and development department, as well as from the real-life applications of the product. The recommendations and suggestions regarding the use of
the products are made without guarantee since the respective conditions during their application are beyond the control of the company. For this reason, it is
the user's responsibility to make sure that the product is suitable for the intended application as well as the application conditions of the project.
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STORAGE
Store in the factory sealed packaging, in places
protected from frost, for at least 18 months from
date of production.
SAFETY DIRECTIONS
The product needs no hazard labeling under current European and National legislation. However, it is recommended to keep away from the
reach of children. If swallowed, seek immediate
medical advice and show the container or label.
PACKAGING
Carton box with 24 pcs of 200gr each one
Carton box with 18 pcs of 400gr each one
Carton box with 24 pcs of 800gr each one
5kg, 20kg containers

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Form-Color
Putty - White
Density
1.70±0.08kg/lt
Application
From +8°C to +35°C
temperature
Painting/Wallpaper
After 24 hours
installation
Friendly to human and the environment
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